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Problem Ways to HelpWW Problem Ways to Help

Unable to see well
Has trouble getting
up or lying down

Cannot hear you when
you call

Not eating well

Stumbles or limps
when walking

Sleeps more or most
of the day

Seems to be grouchy
Doesen’t want to be
held or cuddle

NOVEMBER Animal HolidaysNOVEMBER Animal Holidays

Adopt a Senior Pet Month 
National Senior Pet Month 
National Animal Shelter and
Rescue Appreciation Week
-11/5-11
Jellyfish Day - 11/3
Bison Day - 11/4
American Frog Day - 11/10
Fancy Rat & Mouse Day - 11/12
Turtle Adoption Day - 11/27

LESS ACTIVELESS ACTIVE

Large and Giant breed dogs (see chart below)
age faster than small breeds. The larger are
considered to be senior at about 5 to 7 years old.
Medium breeds  are senior when they are 8 to 9
years old. 
Small breeds may not be considered senior until
they are 7-10 years old.  
However, some veterinarians will classify a dog
as a senior when age-related health issues
appear.

At the end of  the dog’s 1st year, they are about
15 human years.
The next dog year adds 9 additional human
years,  to equal about 24 years for the dog by the
time they turn 2d.
After 2 years, each human year adds around 5
dog years.
Additionally the age for senior dogs can vary by
breed and genetics.

When is a Dog a Senior ?
Despite the old belief that a dog ages 7 human
years for every dog year of life, calculating a dog’s
age depends on their size, breed, genetics, and
environmental conditions. Opinions vary on exactly
how to calculate, but these facts enter into the final
count. 

The American Veterinary Medical Association has
guidelines to calculate how to compare a MEDIUM
dog’s years to human’s:

Which of these problems you see in old people might you see in old pets?
How are old pets and old people alike or different?

 What are some ideas how to help animals with these problems?
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NOVEMBER IS NATIONAL SENIOR PET 
& ADOPT A SENIOR PET MONTH 

Dog & Cat Math: How old is a pet in human years?

A 1-year-old cat is about 15 human years.
At the end of the 2nd year,  the cat is 25 in human
years. 
Each year after that, the cat ages about 4 human
years. 
So cats are about 8-10 years old when considered to
be a senior.
When age-related issues start to set in, regardless
of your pet’s actual age, they are a senior.

When is a Cat a Senior?
Unlike dogs who are aged by size and breed, adult cats
are mostly the same size, so scientists have developed
a different aging system. 
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